Damage in Gold Butte, Nevada
November 2014 – July 2015

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Located in southeastern Nevada between the Grand Canyon-Parashant National Monument and
Lake Mead National Recreation Area, Gold Butte is 350,000 acres of BLM managed land. Most
of the land area in the Gold Butte region is designated as an Area of Critical Environmental
Concern (ACEC) to protect habitat for the Mojave Desert tortoise and big horn sheep; to protect
significant cultural resources, such as petroglyphs and historic mining and pioneer-era artifacts;
and to protect sensitive plant species, such as the endemic Las Vegas bearpaw poppy
(Arctomecon californica). In addition, Gold Butte supports multiple uses including hiking,
hunting, birding, camping, all-terrain vehicle riding on designated trails, and traditional tribal
uses. Southern Nevadans have been asking elected officials for 15 years to protect the nationally
significant cultural, historic, and natural treasures in Gold Butte.
Due to adverse circumstances, the BLM and all federal land management agencies have halted
official activities in the Gold Butte area since April 2014. In the absence of a land management
presence, Friends of Gold Butte (FoGB) has witnessed an increasing level of intrusion near
historic and cultural sites as well as impacts to sensitive desert areas that are habitat for
threatened and endangered species. Between November 2014 and July 2015, FoGB documented
significant damage in Gold Butte.
FoGB conducted observations through road surveys and by hiking in impacted areas. Impacted
sites were documented by photography and by recording GPS waypoints. All waypoints reported
in the following pages were recorded using North American Datum 1983 (NAD 83) standard of
the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate system. In the report, the Gold Butte Road
is also known as Gold Butte Backcountry Byway (Byway).
This report compiles the significant impacts observed in Gold Butte. The report has been
redacted to protect archaeological artifact and cultural site locations so as not to drive additional
visitation to sensitive yet unprotected areas.
Part 1 provides evidence of unauthorized water infrastructure that is being constructed across
several miles of desert that is designated as ACEC.
Part 2 documents multiple, illegal vehicle intrusions that have impacted archaeological and
cultural sites; sensitive desert ecosystems including riparian areas, crypto-biotic soil, stretches of
desert pavement, and unique red sand dunes; and sensitive bearpaw poppy restoration areas.
Part 3 documents vandalism, noting the looting of historic gravesites and damage to signs in
Gold Butte.
Friends of Gold Butte is a 501(c)3 organization with over 500 members and a mission to
achieve permanent protection for Gold Butte’s natural and cultural resources through
education, community outreach and advocacy. For more information about FoGB and our
activities contact Jaina Moan at info@friendsofgoldbutte.org.
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Part 1: Infrastructure intrusion with significant impacts to ACEC in
Gold Butte
On May 10, 2015, a large water tank was noticed. The tank is located about one mile south of
Fisherman Cove turn off and east of Gold Butte Road. This is a popular camping spot located
near a large mud pile.
The large round tank (previously used for gas storage according what is written on the end) has
been brought in by truck and placed onto a high spot (Image 1) near location UTM 11S 0749561
4053233. A truck drove across the previously pristine desert to deliver the tank to its present
location as evidenced by vehicle intrusions near the tank (Image 2 and Image 3).

Image 1: Large tank observed near UTM 11S 0749561 4053233. Note date 4/29/2015
painted on tank. Photographed May 10, 2015.
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Image 2: Vehicle damage to desert near tank, likely caused in delivering the tank, looking
east. Photographed May 10, 2015.

Image 3: Vehicle damage to desert near tank, likely caused in delivering the tank, looking
east. Photographed May 10, 2015.
In a low spot just west of the tank an old, very large tire, 33 25 R29 XR has been converted to a
watering trough (Image 4 and Image 5). This tire had previously been located about one-half
mile north of its present location (Image 6). The tire was observed at its first location in April
2013 and verbally reported to BLM field personnel on May 1, 2013. The BLM determined that
removing the tire would cause more damage to the desert than to leave it in place. There is not a
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legal road to the location where the tire was previously located. It was not determined how the
tire was moved, but it had to involve taking a vehicle across the desert.
As illustrated in Image 5, a pipe and brass hose bib is installed in the bottom of the 'water trough'
and the bottom is cemented. The pipe line can be followed some distance by the presence of
disturbed soil and plants, it runs north and a little east (Image 7 and Image 8).

Image 4: Tire in new location converted to water trough. Photographed May 10, 2015.

Image 5: Cemented base of the “tire water trough.” Photographed May 10, 2015.
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Image 6: First location of tire, one-half mile north of present location. Photographed May 1,
2013.

Image 7: Trace of the newly placed pipe line headed northeast from the water trough.
Photographed May 10, 2015.
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Image 8: Trace of the newly placed pipe line from the water trough, looking south at new
trench and water trough. Photographed May 10, 2015.
As illustrated in Image 4 and Image 9, there are several rolls of plastic pipe and lots of trash
including baling string in the area around the trough, indicating this is a place where baled hay
has been used to feed the cattle. Location is near UTM 11S 0749561 4053233.

Image 9: Rolls of pipe likely intended to be used in the ongoing trenching process.
Photographed May 10, 2015.
A tractor was visible from Gold Butte Road just south of Fisherman Cove turn off at at 11 S
749909 4053620. The pipe and trench continued northeast from the tractor (Image 10). The
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trench had been recently dug as far as could be seen. A water source for the trench was not
found. This location is approximately one mile from the new water trough.

Image 10: Tractor and trench near tractor, looking northeast. Photographed May 10, 2015.
The pipe tees at the tractor with pipes and trenches leading northeast toward the water source,
southeast toward new water trough, southwest across Gold Butte Road toward Fisherman cove
area, continuing on the bajada toward Fisherman Cove area (Images 11-15). The pipe toward
Fisherman cove was followed for a half-mile. Its termination point was not determined.

Image 11: Pipe tee at the tractor. The upper pipe (#1) heads northeast toward water source.
The pipe to the right (#2) headed toward new water trough and pipe pointed straight down
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(#3) goes southwest, crosses Gold Butte Road and continues southwest on the bajada toward
Fisherman Cove area. Photo above looking northeast. Photographed May 10, 2015.

Image 12: Trench #2 and pipe headed toward Gold Butte Road from the tractor and on
southwest. Photo looking west. Photographed May 10, 2015.

Image 13: Pipe #3 and valves just west of Gold Butte road. Must have used an existing pipe
to cross under the road. This pipe and valve have water but the new water trough is still dry.
Photo looking east. UTM 11 S 749561 4053233. Photographed May 10, 2015.
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Image 14: Trench and pipe #3 continue southwest toward Fisherman Cove area. Photo
looking southwest. Photographed May 10, 2015.

Image 15: Must have been an existing pipe along here and was removed at some point.
Followed the trench intrusion to this location 11 S 0749288 4052896. Photo looking
southwest. Photographed May 10, 2015.
On July 11, 2015 further trenching and pipe installations were observed at the area. The trough
has been filled with water since May 10, 2015 when last visited. It must have held water long
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enough for algae to form and water marks to appear inside the tire. It appears that the cement
poured to seal the bottom failed and then wouldn't hold water. Meanwhile some wildlife got in
the trough and died. On July 11, 2015, a trench and water pipe leading to the large storage tank
were observed. The tank has been leveled and a fill pipe inserted in the top. It is holding water
about 3 feet deep as determined by the temperature of the tank, cooler where the water is, hot
where empty. The photos depict the water trough taken July 11 and 13, 2015 near UTM 11S
0749561 4053233 (Image 16). These photos document wildlife that have been caught in the
trough (Image 16 and Image 17). These photos also record new trenching between the trough and
storage tank (Image 18 and Image 19).

Image 16: Tire water “trough” with water marks and float valve. Cement failed to hold
water. Note dead roadrunner and dead animal caught on float valve. Photo taken on July 13,
2015. Compare to Image 5. Photographed July 13, 2015.
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Image 17: Dead animal caught on float valve in water trough. Photographed July 11, 2015.

Image 18: Trenching to water tank. Photographed July 11, 2015.
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Image 19: Water storage tank. Note water line from top of tank. Photographed July 11,
2015.

Part 2: Vehicle Intrusions in Gold Butte recorded November 8, 2014
to February 27, 2015
Intrusions at or near ___________________________
____________ is one of the largest petroglyph panels in Nevada. The site is accessible only by
foot. There had been no intrusions at this location as of October 23, 2014. The first intrusion was
observed on November 8, 2014. The all terrain vehicle tracks (ATV) appeared very fresh. This
intrusion started at ____________________________________. A single ATV went to the end
of the closed road at approximately ___________________, proceeded southeast into the
previously undisturbed desert, made a large circle, and returned to the closed road. The ATV
tracks then turned southeast up a small drainage, as far as they could go, damaging the desert
along the way. The tracks then turned northwest until they intersected the closed road. They
continued on the closed road, north to northwest. The tracks then diverted from the closed road
and traveled west across the pristine desert until they reached another drainage at about _____
______________. The tracks continued south (upstream) in the drainage. The tracks left the
drainage due to rock blockage and traveled out in the desert, running over the flora, knocking
down at least one barrel cactus and leaving deep ruts coming out of and back into the drainage
(Image 20 and Image 21). The tracks continued south to an area of previously undisturbed desert
pavement at ___________________. This is possibly the largest, best example of desert
pavement in Gold Butte. Now it has scars of ATV tracks on it (Image 22 and Image 23).
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Image 20: Photo above shows tracks across pristine desert going toward desert pavement
area. Photographed November 8, 2014.

Image 21: Photo of barrel cactus knocked over by the ATV driving across the desert on way
to desert pavement area. Photographed November 8, 2014.
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Image 22: Damage to the desert pavement area. Photographed November 8, 2014.

Image 23: Close up damage to the desert pavement area. Photographed November 8, 2014.
Between November 8, 2014 and January 18, 2015 there have been at least three more intrusions
from the ____________________. Later intrusions did not travel to the end of the closed road or
divert from the road other than to make donuts in the desert or turn around. An additional
intrusion near the ____________________ area was recorded at ___________________ (Image
24) on January 6, 2015.
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Image 24: Intrusion near _________________________________________. Photographed
January 6, 2015. Looking south.
Between January 18 and February 23, 2015, additional ATV intrusions were observed from
_____________________________________. Most of the tracks went only part way to an area
of petroglyphs and turned around. However, on February 15, 2015, a fresh intrusion was
observed (Image 25). A single ATV went to the end of the closed road at approximately ____
______________ then proceeded southeast as far as possible due to impassable canyon walls on
all sides. Trash and beer cans were found further back on the trail. This was at ___________
_______. The tracks then turned north across the drainage and then proceeded southeast as far as
possible, again stopped by steep canyon walls. The furthest southeast intrusion went
considerably further than any other recent intrusion.
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Image 25: Intrusion near ___________________ area at ___________________.
Photographed February 15, 2015. Looking east.
On January 22, 2015, another intrusion into the Desert Pavement (DP) area was observed. This
was west of ______________________. It was unclear if the intrusion went to ____________
area or not. The ATV track followed the previous one and with continued use it will be an illegal
road (Image 26 and Image 27).

Image 26: Above photo taken east of Bitter Ridge, west of _______________ view is
looking SE. Photographed January 22, 2015.
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Image 27: East of Bitter Ridge, west of _________________________________ in upper
right. Photographed January 22, 2015.
Intrusions near _______________
The previously successfully closed illegal roads in Gold Butte are now being reopened. There
have been numerous intrusions at the _______________ area located at ___________________.
These intrusions have reopened the illegal roads to Lone Palm/Little Finland and has become
quite well traveled now. Some of the intrusions from the corral have traveled north/northeast up
the drainages as far as possible. These appear to mostly be over older partially recovered
intrusions. (Images 28 and Image 29).

Image 28: Intrusions west of the _______________. Photographed December 20, 2014.
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Image 29: Intrusions east of the _______________. Photographed December 20, 2014.
Between January 18 and February 23, 2015, new intrusions all around ____________________
_______________ occurred most every week especially on weekends. The intrusions went
around the corral, as well as north toward the cliffs and northwest toward Little Finland area.
Intrusions at Popular Camp Site
A popular camping area is located at the end of cherry stem road at 11 S 750999 403704. On
January 5, 2015, we noticed multiple vehicle intrusions near the camp. The vehicles drove into
the desert in two directions. One set of tracks appeared to have been made by a full size vehicle,
such as a truck. As you can see in the photos one intrusion went south following more than one
route (Image 30) and another went east along the fence (Image 31). All tracks caused significant
desert flora and soil damage. Tracks leading past the fence at the camping area indicated that the
fence had been cut, giving the vehicles illegal access to the sensitive north cliff and red dunes
area of Little Finland (Image 32 and Image 33). Intrusions continued across the dunes for over
one mile. The fence was later repaired.
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Image 30: Intrusion at popular camping area, next to 'No Vehicles' sign. Looking south.
Photographed January 5, 2015.

Image 31: The intrusion continued south and east across desert floor. Photographed January
5, 2015.
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Image 32: Vehicle intrusions east from popular camping area, along fence line.
Photographed January 5, 2015.

Image 33: Fence at popular camping area was cut and later repaired, giving the vehicles
illegal access to the north cliff/dunes area of Little Finland. Photographed January 5, 2015.
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Image 34: Photo above taken north of Little Finland where sand dunes meet the cliffs. View
looking about east and showing where a vehicle drove across the sand dunes for over a mile.
Between January 18 and February 23, 2015, at least one additional intrusion was observed going
south into the desert from the popular camping area at 11 S 750999 4037043.
Intrusions near the ___________________ area.
___________ is an archaeological site in Gold Butte containing the highest concentration of
petroglyphs in the Gold Butte area. A parking area was established in 2009 to protect the cultural
resources and fragile desert ecosystem near the ________________. Intrusions past the parking
area for this site were recorded in November and January.
An ATV intrusion was documented east of the post and cable parking for ___________ on
November 8, 2014 (Image 35). The intrusion paralleled the trail south for approximately one
hundred yards and then turned back making another path across the desert to the road.
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Image 35: ATV intrusion east of the ___________________ area. Photographed November
8, 2014.
On January 6, 2015, an intrusion west of ___________________ was recorded at location ____
_____________ (Image 36). This area has been intruded before but the BLM had successfully
restored the intrusion. Now the restoration is badly damaged. The intrusion went south onto the
fragile crypto and gypsum soil leaving deep ruts across the desert floor.

Image 36: Intrusion west of ___________________ area. Photographed January 6, 2015.
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Intrusion from Gold Butte Road south of Whitney Pockets in Bear Poppy restoration area
The Las Vegas bearpaw poppy (Arctomecon californica) is a rare, endemic Mojave Desert plant.
The BLM installed post, cable, and signs in Gold Butte to protect bearpaw poppy restoration
areas. An intrusion along the Gold Butte road just south of pavement end at ___________
_______ was first observed in December 2014 (Image 37). This trail has become heavily used by
ATVs. This was an old trail that has been closed for many years, but now the road closed sign
has disappered. This trail went west across the desert mainly in washes, past the sensitive _____
_____ archaeological site, and connected to the _______________________________ (also
informally known as ___________ Road). The ATVs exit at _________________ on a trail
previously closed by BLM to protect the Las Vegas bearpaw poppy (Image 38). Posts and cable
were installed to protect the bearpaw poppy but the ATVs are driving through the restoration
area and around the north end of the post and cable. The west end of the intrusion was
documented on January 6, 2015 (Image 38 and 39). Many intrusions have occurred and continue
to occur at this location.

Image 37: Photo above at __________________ is the east end of the closed trail illegally
reopened. This is just south of end of pavement and _______________ and is on west side
of _______________. Photographed December 16, 2014.
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Image 38: West end of the reopened trail at ___________________, looking southeast into
bearpaw poppy restoration area. Photographed January 6, 2015.

Image 39: The intrusion through the bearpaw poppy restoration area reopened a closed road
leading to the ____________________ site. Photographed January 6, 2015.
Intrusions from Gold Butte Road between Whitney Pockets and Gold Butte Townsite
The following intrusions were noticed along Gold Butte Road road between Whitney Pockets
and Gold Butte Townsite on February 12, 2015 (Images 40-44).
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Image 40: Above photo at 11 S 755193 4038572, east side of Gold Butte Road road, this
intrusion headed northeast into previously undistrubed desert. Photographed February 12,
2015.

Image 41: Above photo at 11 S 756161 4025098 on west side of Gold Butte Road road.
Fence was cut and turned back, ATV proceeded down a wash, photo below shows the tracks
where they went over the recently graded road. It was unclear how far they traveled into the
desert, but it appeared they came back the same way. Photographed February 12, 2015.
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Further south on west side of Gold Butte Road road at 11 S 754595 4020963, the fence has been
cut and turned back. A vehicle traveled onto the desert floor beyond the cut fence (Images 4244).

Image 42: Fence cut and turned back at 11 S 754595 4020963. Photographed February 12,
2015.

Image 43: Tracks leading beyond the cut and turned back fence at 11 S 754595 4020963.
Photographed February 12, 2015.
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Image 44: Tracks across desert beyond cut fence at 11 S 754595 4020963. Photographed
February 12, 2015.
On the east side of Gold Butte Road, just north of Gold Butte Townsite, the fence has been cut
and turned back at 11 S 752598 4019868. It is likely that ATVs are using this as a short cut to the
Townsite (Image 45).

Image 45: Cut fence and intrusion north of Gold Butte Townsite at 11 S 752598 4019868 on
east side of Gold Butte Road. Photographed February 12, 2015.
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Intrusions on road to _____________
On February 27, 2015, a new intrusion was observed along the unnamed road from ___________
_____________ at ___________ to about __________________ (Image 46 and Image 47). The
tracks went north to edge of the cliff above Mud Wash then turned around and back to the legal
road. The intrusion likely occurred between November 2014 and February 27, 2015.

Image 46: Tracks from intrusion along road to _____________. Photographed February 27,
2015.

Image 47: Tracks from intrusion along road to _____________. Photographed February 27,
2015.
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Intrusion from west limb of Gold Butte Back Country Byway
Along the west limb of the Back Country Byway, there is a closed trail near a rock shelter to the
east. ATVs have bypassed the sign which is broken off and lying on the ground and made a new
path at __________________ (Image 48 and Image 49). The old track runs southeast and the
ATVs have repeatedly driven to the end and created an open road appearance. The archeological
artifacts that used to be scattered near the rock shelter are gone—not a single lithic flake or
ceramic shard was to be seen.

Image 48: Vehicle intrusion along west limb of the Gold Butte Backcountry Byway at ____
______________. Photographed February 27, 2015.
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Image 49: Vehicle intrusion along west limb of the Gold Butte Backcountry Byway at ____
______________. Photographed February 27, 2015.
Intrusions at _______________ riparian area
The west limb of Gold Butte Back Country Byway continues north into ________ just above the
_________________ riparian area. The old path down ________ past the riparian area has been
closed for years but has always had a lot of intrusions. When present, BLM crews repair the
fence and the post and cable at the lower end of the closed area but the fence gets cut and turned
back and the post and cable somehow made to allow ATVs passage. This area is receiving
heavy ATV traffic and now looks like a legal road. -The “no vehicle” signs at each end are gone,
the fence is cut, and the cables are loosened and useless (Image 50 and Image 51). The riparian
area is heavily impacted from ATVs, cattle, and wild burros.
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Image 50: Cut fence leading to ______________ riparian area at _________________.
Photographed February 27, 2015.

Image 51: Cut fence leading to ______________ riparian area at _________________.
Photographed February 27, 2015.
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Part 3: Vandalism in Gold Butte
There have been several documented cases of vandalism in Gold Butte that have occurred since
April 2014. Notably, the Las Vegas Review Journal reported that a pioneer gravesites had been
disturbed in Gold Butte (“Chaos on the range may have left opening for grave robbers,” April 23,
2014) (Image 52). This incident was not originally documented by Friends of Gold Butte, but is
it a noteworthy inclusion for this report.

Image 52: Disturbed grave in Gold Butte. Photo originally published in Las Vegas Review
Journal, April 23, 2014. “Chaos on the range may have left opening for grave robbers.”
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There are only three information kiosks in the Gold Butte area. Bullet holes have appeared on both
panels of the Riverside kiosk located at 11 S 748359 4068681 (Image 53 and Image 54).

Image 53: Bullet holes in the Riverside information kiosk. Photographed December 13,
2014.

Image 54: Bullet holes in the Riverside information kiosk. Photographed December 13,
2014.
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